Synthesis of the technique of academic architectural drawing and architectural fantasy in composite openings as an invariant of professional training of future architects
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Abstract. The article reveals the compositional specificity of architectural drawing from nature and from the standpoint of including the aesthetic category – «fantastic» in the creative learning process. In this regard, the content, methods and forms of teaching in the variety of compositional solutions of architectural drawing are considered.
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1 Introduction

Modern styles and trends in architecture objectively require a rethinking of the professional training of an architect, a change in the student's thinking style, who must master a set of architectural techniques, in particular, related to academic training and fantasy creativity. It is known that many architectural discoveries were created as a result of the fantasy creativity of outstanding architects, whose works became masterpieces of architecture of the 20th century: Frank Gehry «Walt Disney Concert Hall», Los Angeles, «S. Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao», Spain; Zaha Hadid Center for Contemporary Art, Cincinnati, Ohio, USA; Jorn Utzon, Sydney Opera House Building, Sydney, Australia; Eero Saarinen «TWA Terminal at John F. Kennedy Airport, New York, USA, and others.

**Fig. 1.** Walt Disney Concert Hall, Sydney. Architect: Frank Gehry.

**Fig. 2.** Opera House Building. Architect: Jorn Utzon.
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2 Methods

The process of teaching architectural drawing organically connects images from nature and with «fantasy», designed to develop compositional thinking and form the architect's creative position in creating an architectural image of a particular object.

The scientific and practical basis for the cognition and functional application of architectural drawing from nature and from «fantasy» in their creative interaction essentially comes from understanding and mastering: a specific «language» of graphics (linear relations, reproduction and generalization of the shape of objects, transfer of their illumination, light ratio and shadows, etc.), the «language» of shaping and means of compositional shaping; as well as compositional and artistic thinking.

The academic rules and principles of architectural drawing from nature are aimed at solving certain and clearly defined tasks:

- possession of image techniques of a complex volumetric-spatial form from various angles, changing the horizon line, while maintaining proportional relationships;
- the ability to use the basics of a realistic image: competently build an aerial perspective, correctly build a tonal analysis of objects;
- setting and solving non-standard tasks in drawing a graphic image of the architecture of urban space and interior.

3 Results

As an analysis, it is appropriate to refer to the following works. Within the framework of the academic drawing, student work is presented (Fig. 3), revealing in a complex multi-figure setting the volume-spatial characteristics of objects, their interposition in space, while observing the regularity of light and shade and the transfer of planning. The linear-constructive drawing of a still life of simple geometric shapes, made from different sides and with different lines of the horizon, is an example of a student's mastering of a perspective image, a composition of simple geometric shapes with given points of perception, while maintaining proportional ratios of individual figures to each other (Fig. 4). In the work «complex still life» (Fig. 5), the student found a successful point of view (the position of the viewer), which gave him the opportunity to unmistakably arrange still life objects on the sheet, with the correct proportional ratios. It should be noted that when working with light-tonal relations, the planning of the drawing is conveyed with the identification of the texture of materials and the shape of still life objects.
One of the main tasks in the course of architectural drawing (Fig. 6) is the drawing of architectural structures in the surrounding spatial environment. In this drawing, in the creation of an artistic and expressive image, the knowledge gained over the years of study is fully reflected: the choice of a place and point of view in front of the object; the ability to use airy-linear perspective and a vision of proportions; choice of graphic material; professional mastery of black and white modeling with bright light and strong deep shadows and in all the richness of shades and gradations of chiaroscuro.

4 Discussion

Architectural drawing, including the «fantastic», is associated with a different style of thinking in contrast to the content of classical professional training in the process of teaching academic architectural drawing: the nature of fantasy logically requires a different culture of thinking, in which uniqueness and originality dominate. In the process of solving compositional problems in the classroom on architectural drawing, the fantastic is used by us in the broad sense of the word, having in mind its following meanings as:
– aesthetic perception of the phenomena of reality, the natural world;
– a means of expressing and awakening the creative imagination of future architects;
– teaching technique of artistic variation of a theme related to architectural thinking in solving compositional problems of architectural drawing.

The fantastic in its multivalued content, which has developed in the history of art since ancient times, in the process of teaching architectural drawing expands the boundaries of the creative approach in the choice of compositional solutions, orients to a new way of artistic thinking. In fact, the inclusion of the category of aesthetics – «fantastic» naturally presupposes other forms of education, different conceptual approaches to the training of future architects, which approve the search, experimental findings based on figurative-fantasy, artistic thinking, devoid of any kind of imitation and clichés.
So, in the educational task (Figs. 7. a, b.), students are invited to make up of seven simple geometric shapes: two cylinders, a parallelepiped, two different-scale cubes, two pencil cases different in length to develop a composition in a traditional perspective image with frontal perception with three horizon lines (a) and in an unconventional perspective image (wide-angle perspective-b), designed for the imagination, as a result of which the image of the drawings (b) acquired an unconventional form as an image with curved sides. The wide-angle perspective allowed us to put down different accents of the same composition, in which the visual image can be applied to solve for different architectural problems than in the traditional perspective image with a frontal perception with three horizon lines. This exercise is of practical importance for solving a variety of promising problems in the development of architectural objects (multifunctional residential complexes and residential areas).

In general, the task, designed to develop combinatorial fantasy, associative, analog thinking, as well as spatial-compositional thinking, creates an artistic and expressive image of two different-scale architectural and geometric compositions (Figs. 8. a, b.).

The architectural and geometric composition of fantasy images, made in the technique of linear drawing with a constructive interaction of volumetric and spatial forms, enriches and...
expands creative architectural thinking in solving problems related to the large-scale (horizontal and vertical) division of various kinds of buildings and structures.

Creative work on a fantasy composition in achieving its expressive solution naturally requires searches, experiments with subject-spatial relations. One of the many experiments related to the interpretation of the «fantastic» is the «geonics» task, which consists in studying the forms of the inorganic world with the influence of geological and cosmochemical processes on them for the subsequent creation of a «fantasy» pattern by analogy.

It is pertinent to recall that since ancient times, mankind has borrowed architectural forms from organic and inorganic nature; for example, the Egyptian pyramids, the huts of the African Indians, resembling termite mounds, etc.

So, in accordance with geomorphology, the student has developed a new tectonic structure of the architectural ensemble through a linear-graphic drawing with a shifted centric perspective in the so-called «fantastic» environment as a prototype of a kind of new architecture (Fig. 9).

It should be noted that, along with others, a collage of the urban environment can serve as a special method for solving compositional problems.

It is important to comprehend that the collage contains a procedural and creative content: it is not a mechanical depiction of nature in an application form, but its figuratively – creative elaboration, which does not consist in simple cutting and sequential drawing of forms, but is organically connected with the search for a composition, taking into account the format of the sheet, its color, the size of certain forms, as well as their location on the sheet.

The technological capabilities of the collage and its material make it possible to show creative compositional thinking: to mount forms, lay them out on a sheet, move, change places, replace one form with another, change their mutual values, present tone and forms as generalized ones.
The creation of an urban environment by means of collage as an artistic-figurative abstraction requires solving one's own creative tasks that arise when performing any other graphic work.

Indeed, in essence, the technique of graphic representation in a variety of graphic compositions, in which it is important to be able to generalize the form, subordinate the secondary to the main, etc., in its functional application can be widely used not only in drawing, but also in architecture and design.

So, the artistic and architectural image, made using the collage technique (Fig. 10), expressively emphasizes the stylistic features and the ratio of volumetric-spatial scales, the compositional completeness of which is achieved by a bright light-tone elaboration of architectural forms.

![Fantasy drawing.](image)

**Fig. 10. Fantasy drawing.**

### 5 Conclusions

Comprehension of the backbone interconnections of forms, methods, techniques, means and principles of teaching architectural drawing from nature and from «fantasy» in a complex enriches the performing technique of architectural drawing, compositional thinking, revealing potential creative possibilities and creating conditions for invariant training of architects who are able to solve urgent problems of architecture, adapting to the modern requirements of life, anticipating the future of architecture in a figurative representation, the core of which is the thought and creative position of the architect. The study of the compositional diversity of architectural drawing in the relationship between images from nature and fantasy creativity in their unity is a great research and creative potential for finding discoveries, current and new forms in the architectural and artistic process of teaching future architects-innovators, in demand in the modern socio-cultural space.
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